
THE LIBRARY

The Library is located in Saint Petersburg, right by Saint Isaac's Cathedral and Palace Square.

Several tables at the library are equipped with computers; visitors have access to the Internet and academic
resources like Artstor and JSTOR, and are welcome to use the free scanners. Breakfasts were plentiful and
different each morning. Right in the midst of city center. Contacts Library Garage Museum of Contemporary
Art has a public library on Russian and international contemporary art open to all visitors. I know the
condition before I have made the booking, but still think it would be better to have one To bring books in its
collection to the public attention, Garage Library runs a program of public events and reading groups. Walking
distance to all 3 cathedrals. Publications available at the library cover a wide range of subjects related to the
development of art from early modernism and the avant-garde to the present day: artistic practices,
contemporary philosophy, cultural studies, social theory, gender and postcolonial studies, media theory, visual
studies, photography, architecture, design, cinema, theatre, and fiction The collection keeps expanding with
the addition of new publications. Anna at reception was very friendly, organized and helpful. Hilary United
States of America Great location, beautiful hotel in an historic building. I didn't see a sign for the library hotel
outside. Claudiu Romania The hotel has to get inside from the restaurant in ground floor and has no elevator
while the rooms are in 4th and 5th. Location is perfect, close to everything. Great WiFi when needed. My
room 44 was facing the courtyard and was very quiet, especially for being in a busy area. I would definitely
recommend this hotel. Breakfast was tasty and a good start to the day. The rooms are fairly basic, but
comfortable bed, thick walls quiet and a nice little restaurant. Breakfast was amazing. I would definitely stay
here again! Garage Library is a reference library and has a collection of 30, books, including catalogues of
solo and group exhibitions and studies on contemporary art and culture. In addition to new releases, the library
boasts a collection of rare books. Along with recent issues, the library holds copies of rare archived issues of
art theory and criticism journals October, Third Text , and Russian periodicals from before and after
perestroika A-Ya, Mesto pechati, Kabinet, Dekorativnoye iskusstvo. Our floor had a water cooler, which was
really nice and convenient on the hot days we were there! Rooms were large and clean. The manager, Daria,
went out of her way to make sure my stay was enjoyable. Phillip United States of America This is an excellent
place to stay. One nice extra touch is that there was a bottled water dispenser for guests in that hallway.


